Splunk Authorized Learning Partners

Authorized Learning Partners (ALP) are the trusted source for up-to-date Splunk Education. Splunk ALPs deliver, curate and customize authorized training to meet the needs of Splunk Customers and Partners in different modalities, globally! Whether you are looking for multi- or single-topic training courses, in-person or virtual training, ALPs will deliver.

**Official Training Partners**
Splunk Authorized Learning Partners are the official organizations for Splunk Education. Splunk hand-selected these partners based on their expertise and technological advancement in the learning industry.

**Modernized Curriculum**
ALPs deliver the full Splunk training curriculum! Our ALPs are meticulously trained and will provide customers and partners with the most up-to-date content in a format that suits any learner.

**Seamless Training Experience**
Splunk believes that a well-trained end user is a successful end user. So regardless of where you are located, you will receive a state-of-the-art training experience in the language of your choice.

**Why ALPs...**

**Grow**
Training capacity

**Expand**
Enable business growth and scale

**Deliver**
Training where and when needed
Looking for Splunk Education?

*Click* on the logo to contact an Authorized Learning Partner in your region:

### Americas
- **ClearShark**
  - United States Public Sector
- **Fast Lane**
  - United States, Canada, LATAM
- **TD SYNNEX**
  - LATAM

### EMEA
- **Fast Lane**
  - DACH, Iberia, Nordics, Baltics
- **Fast Lane**
  - CEE, Italy, United Kingdom, Benelux, Nordics

### APAC
- **ingeniq**
  - Australia, New Zealand
- **TRAINOCATE**
  - APAC